
For several years it was very simple to identify fa-
scists: they typically look like skinheads. You know: 
bald head, the so called “bomber-jacke”, combat 
boots and turn up trousers. With the years the Nazis 
recognize that they will not get a growing number of 
supporters which such a brutal and dump image. Ano-
ther point is that a lot of Nazis, mainly the younger 
ones often grew up in other street-cultures like hard-
core-punk, heavy-metal or even hip-hop. They didn`t 
get along with the bonehead image and from there 
they developed different infl uences to a new pictu-
re of themselves. Today it’s stressy to identify nazis, 
cause they often look like members of the different 
youth-subcultures: hardcore-kids, skaters, hip-hop-
per or even like antifascists. 
To help you to identify the nazi-scum here we present 
you some kind of their new styles, symbols and codes.

THINK BEFORE ACTING! 

And if you`re not sure whether your opponent is a 
nazi or not, get in contact with your local comrades 
and act then. 

     NAZI-BRANDS     

 Thor Steinar 
Is a very popular nazi brand with a lot 
of different clothes. The brand distri-
butes trousers, shirts, caps and more 
with their name on it or with a lot of 
different styles. Often there used signs 
and symbols with a relation to german-
pagan mythology.  It can happen that 

apolitical people wearing these stuff because of the great po-
pularity. So be careful and ask twice before acting! 

 Consdaple 
Is very widespreaded in the NeoNazi 
scene because of the letter combination 
NSDAP in it.

 Sport Frei! / H8Wear (Hatewear) / Pro Violence 
Are new brands from organised 
nazis. They aim the same suc-
cess as Thor Steinar did. Like 
Thor Steinar they try to get an 

apolitical image. Sportfrei and Pro-violence addressed to right-
wing hooligans and people in the martial art scene. Hatewear 
is addressed to nazis in the hardcore movement. Right-opened 
motorcycle clubs and their supporter are often wearing such 
clothes as well.   

 Rizist 
With this brand the nazis try to get into the 
hip-hop subculture. The brand uses graffi ti-
styles for their logos. 
   

 Dobermann Streetwear 
Dobermann is a german dograce with a very 
brutal and violent image. 

     SYMBOLS     

 Schwarze Sonne (Black Sun) 
The black sun is similar to the swatiska, 
but instead of four with twelve arms. 
The sun is not an historical sign, it`s an 
artifi cal product of the “Waffen SS”, an 
german special force during the second 

world war. Especially these bastards are responsible for the 
shoa and a lot of other massmurdering. 

 Eisernes Kreuz (iron cross) 
The iron cross is the military sign of the Wehr-
macht, the german army during the national-
socialism. Today it`s still used by the german 

army. But it`s not just a military symbol, it`s used frequently as 
a sign of maleness in the rock&roll or hardcore scene. 

     RUNES     

Runes are often used by nazis in refer to the german-pagan 
mythology. 

 Sigrune 
is part of the „Waffen-SS” sign. 

 Odalrune 
The rune stands for blood and land. In the 
time of fascist Germany it was the sign of 
the so called “Hitler-Jugend” the nazi youth 
organisation. After the defending of nazi 

germany 1945 new Nazis used it for the nowadays forbidden 
nazi group “Wiking-Jugend”.   

 Tyrrune 
Looks like an arrow and symbolised the act of 
fi ghting and war. It was often used during the 
german fascism. Today a lot of neonazi groups 
used it in their propaganda material. 

     CODES     

In Germany some words and wordcombinations with a relati-
on to national-socialism are forbidden. To avoid such bans the 
nazis shortcut these forbidden words and combinations. For 
example with a code of numbers. Each numbers stands for the 
ranking of the letter in the alphabet.

18 stands for Adolf Hitler. 

28 is for the blood & honour movement

88 means Heil Hilter

168:1 is a tribute to the fascist murderer mcveigh who killed 
168 people by an bombing 1995 in Oklahoma city / USA

14 words These 14 words are like a racist creed and means
some shit like “to secure the future for the white children”  

ZOG Stands for “Zionist occupied government”. An often used 
antisemitist code. You will fi nd it on t-shirts, patches or even 
on banners used by nazi-rallies. 

     PARTYS, ORGANISATIONS AND THE REST     

 NPD/JN 
(National-Democratic-Party of Gemany / Young 
Nationalists)
is a legal party and the JN is its youth organi-
sation. They often announce fascist and racist 
rallies all over germany. Here in Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern they are sitting legally in the 
parliament of the province and dispose a lot of 
centres, money and supporters. 

 Blood & Honour 
is an international nazi 

music-network. It was invented by Ian Stuart Donaldson the 
leader of the nazirock-group screwdriver in 1985. The German 
chapter was prohibited in 2000. The youth organisation is 
called white youth. 

 C18 / Combat 18 
is classifi ed as the terror unit of blood & honour. C18 is an in-
ternational working and organised network. The main focus is 
England and Scandinavia. If people support C18 they approve 
violence and murder against political opponents.  

 Hatecore 
is the poor attempt of the naziscum to declare hardcore as a 
part of their lifestyle. There are many hatecore bands around 
which are playing hc with racist, fascist and anti-semitic texts. 
Their sexist and inhuman behaviours are one reason more to 
show these scum very clearly that they suck.

 EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT-STYLED GERMAN FASICSTS 

DIFFERENT STYLE - SAME ATTITUDE

LET`S GET READY TO RUMBLE!

JOIN THE ANTIFASCIST STREET ACTION

FREE MAP INSIDE!


